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Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 9, 2019 at 3:28 PM
To: ppitts@reedsmith.com, "Colman, Abraham J." <acolman@reedsmith.com>, "Kassabian, Raffi"
<rkassabian@reedsmith.com>, "Hamilton, Amanda H." <AHHamilton@reedsmith.com>, "Butler, Christopher M."
<CButler@reedsmith.com>, Angie Marth <amarth@logs.com>, "Darlene P. Hernandez, Esq." <dhernandez@logs.com>,
gerald@logs.com, CEO@mrcooper.com, coo@mrcooper.com, researchincoming@mrcooper.com,
ResearchIncoming@nationstarmail.com, legal.litigation@mrcooper.com, legal.litigation@nationstarmail.com
Cc: Natalia Carney <ncarney@wedgewood-inc.com>, Austin Dodson <adodson@wedgewood-inc.com>

... on the matter of real property rights of the Estate of RENEE SHIZUE YAMAGISHI
(formerly RENEE SHIZUE RAMOS); with specificity concerning that real property
commonly known as 2703 Mathews St, Berkeley, CA 94702.
 
To the parties addressed in this email in both individual and corporate capacities,
as officers of the court (as appropriate) and to their attorneys, agents, successors,
heirs and assigns; and to be addressed to any DOES 1-1000 not yet known by name;
and to CEO of Breckendrige Mr. Gregory Geiser via his agents at Wedgwood Property
Mgmt. Ms. Natalia Carney and Mr. Austin Dodson:
 
Today, October 9, 2019 marks just under 14 days duration since the event known as
"trustee sale" of my house and real property described above took place outside the
courthouse of Alameda county, by a public filmed event on September 25, 2019
around 1:00 PM.
 
From that day until about 7:00 PM Friday October 4, 2019 when I found a "3-day
notice to quit" taped to my front door from "Breckenridge Property Fund 2016 LLC,
et al" I had been awaiting an answer on a formal written offer to "buy back" from
Breckenridge their interest apparently purchased by cashier's check the day of the
trustee sale event when Aztec Foreclosure Corporation and its attorneys together
with Nationstar Mortgage LLC dba Mr. Cooper and its attorneys together with any
DOES who claimed interest apparently decided and co-conspired to deliberately
instruct the auctioneer that day ("Jamie") to "call" my home as auction property
which he did.    My offer was apparently rejected by "Breckendrige" decision
makers, and their declination came in the form of the aforementioned 3-day notice
and lots of tape found on my front door that evening after returning from the
veterinarian for a pet dog.
 
Today, being almost a full 14 (fourteen) calendar days since the 25th September
event, this email shall serve as date-time-stamped written notice (followed up by
postal mail) that I and any of my agents, successors, heirs and assigns do not



consent in any way to breach of contract (at minimum) and other violations of law
which have resulted in egregious and grave injury to myself, to the estate of RENEE
SHIZUE YAMAGISHI aka RENEE SHIZUE RAMOS, being a series of injuries ongoing and
unremedied to date.
 
I, Renee Shizue Yamagishi, as executrix and living woman representative of the
Estate of RENEE SHIZUE YAMAGISHI (RAMOS) gestures herewith to all parties and
any DOES that we seek the most amicable and least litigious resolution and remedy
to and amongst ALL interested parties to this matter; and therefore to expect as
imminent from me certain written letters towards that end.
 
Finally this email (to be followed up by postal mail) is your notice that my
communicating intent to resolve dispute resulting from my injury -- is timely,
straightforward and following up promptly from the last known communication
from adverse parties, i.e. last Friday evening's front-door-taped notice which
served as the answer "No we reject your offer to buy back from Breckenridge, et
al."
 
Thank you for making note and to expect our imminent written communications
towards hoped for resolution through negotiated settlement between parties in
dispute who may also come in honor to prudently resolve that dispute.
 
 
/s/  Renee S. Yamagishi aka Ramos,

for the Estate of RENEE SHIZUE YAMAGISHI (aka RAMOS); sole name on title,
 title owner in lawful possession, real party in interest with standing to call for
and invite parties to good-faith dispute-resolution process for all matters
referencing the ongoing dispute over subject property which is real property
and her family home of four generations continually and to date.

email:  ryamagishi@gmail.com
phone:  510-295-7214
mailing:  2703 Mathews Street, Berkeley CA  94702
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